
A BIOGRAPHY OF JAMES GREGORY A SCOTTISH MATHEMATICIAN AND

ASTRONOMER

James Gregory FRS (November â€“ October ) was a Scottish mathematician and astronomer. The youngest of the 3
children of John Gregory, an Episcopalian Church of Scotland minister, James was born in the manse at Drumoak.

She introduced him to a number of advanced subjects at an early age, including elementary mathematics and
geometry. Gregory pointed out that a reflecting telescope with a parabolic mirror would correct spherical
aberration as well as the chromatic aberration seen in refracting telescopes. Recent research has always
presented to Collins by letter. Gregory preserved all Collins 's letters, writing notes of his own on the backs of
Collins 's letters. However, he was apparently not ambitious for higher position. The nephew of astronomer
and mathematician James Gregory , David, like his influential uncle before him, studied at Aberdeen
Grammar School and Marischal College University of Aberdeen , from to  Of Vera circuli et hyperbolae
quadratura Dehn and Hellinger write in [ 5 ]:- In this work Gregory lays down exact foundations for the
infinitesimal geometry then coming into existence. Andrews and also observed in Paris, Gregory was able to
establish the longitude of St. Essentially Newton and Gregory were working out the basic ideas of the calculus
at the same time, as, of course, were other mathematicians. Also during his time in London in the summer of
Gregory attended meetings of the Royal Society and he was elected a fellow of the Society on 11 June of that
year. Unfortunately, less than a year into his new appointment, Gregory suffered a blinding stroke while
observing Jupiter through a telescope. Gregory's health was poor in his youth. Thank you for reading and
sharing this article! In February he discovered Taylor series not published by Taylor until , and the theorem is
contained in a letter sent to Collins on 15 February  Use of this website means you agree to all of the Legal
Terms and Conditions set forth by the owners. Andrews , Scotland. Gregory and his wife, Elizabeth Oliphant,
had nine children, but seven died while still children. A reflector differs from a refracting telescope, which
uses lenses, rather than mirrors. For his reluctance to publish his "several universal methods in geometry and
analysis" when he heard through Collins of Newton 's own advances in calculus and infinite series, he
postumously paid a heavy price Night while observing satellites of Jupiter with his students by using
telescopes, suddenly had a stroke and went blind.


